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ZEUS® PDC – AS INDIVIDUAL AS YOUR 
PRODUCTION
By nature, production processes or manufacturing organisations differ from 
company to company. Bearing this in mind, your individual objectives, specific 
requirements and processes as well as the current conditions, special features 
and interfaces will be identified in a joint workshop. 

Our experienced staff ensure a professional step-by-step implementation of your 
requirements in our flexible and freely parameterisable solution environment.
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Analysing and exploiting potentials with ZEUS® PDC

Wherever production managers are concerned with production planning, process optimisation and cost control, the 
focus primarily lies on production data capture (PDC) as central module of an MES (Manufacturing Execution System) 
solution.

A future-oriented PDC solution is characterized by its ability to flexibly map any customer-specific workflows and 
production processes avoiding costly bespoke development.

The modular design of ZEUS® PDC provides tailor-made solutions to meet your specific business requirements – from 
simple cost centre recording to job costing up to complex industrial production data capture with automated ERP 
communication.

Our expertise

Our experience in continuously developing PDC 
solutions over more than 25 years gives us a compe-
titive edge that guarantees both a successful project 
implementation and measurable improvements in 
your company.

More than 1,500 customers from industry to small 
and medium-sized businesses already successfully 
use our ZEUS® PDC solution. The majority of our cus-
tomers in the manufacturing sector use ZEUS® PDC 
in conjunction with ERP communication to enable the 
reporting and transfer of production data, PDC results 
as well as good yield and rejected quantities to their 
ERP system.

ISGUS is in your vicinity

The proximity to a competent partner is crucial for a 
successful project implementation.

The ISGUS Group operates a dense network of sales 
and service centres and, with numerous locations 
worldwide, we most certainly are represented in your 
vicinity.

Thanks to our branch offices in Austria, UK and the 
USA, as well as our long-standing partners in most 
European countries, we are your reliable partner for 
both national and international projects.

Our experienced staff will assist you in a professional 
way in every project phase – from project analysis and 
consultancy to qualified project implementation, end 
user training and support services.



ZEUS® PDC in the ISGUS Cloud

All ZEUS® Workforce Management modules are available either as on-premise 
solution deployed in the customer‘s own IT environment or as Software as a 
Service (SaaS) solution hosted in the ISGUS Cloud.

The latter allows ISGUS users to benefit from predictable costs and the elimina-
tion of capital expenditures for database licences, servers and administration. 
Furthermore, SaaS stands for seamless availability and a high data security level 
guaranteed in the ISGUS data centre at our headquarters in Villingen-
Schwenningen.

ZEUS® PDC - 
THE

 SOLUTION FOR 
PRODUCTION DATA MANAGEMENT



OPTIMIZATION POTENTIAL THROUGH PRODUCTION DATA 
MANAGEMENT
For manufacturing companies, the availability of IT support in the planning, management and control of manufactu-
ring processes opens up significant potentials for improvement and benefits.

ZEUS® PDC acts as link between ERP systems and production data capture. Order data from ERP systems are 
visualised and managed in ZEUS® PDC, and subsequently, reported back (to ERP) including associated time values. 
The ZEUS® PDC module is responsible for controlling and monitoring the data capture processes carried out at the 
different recording points via the terminals installed on site. The current time values required for the evaluation of 
the collected data are automatically delivered by the ZEUS® Time & Attendance module.  In other words, productive 
working times as well as setup, non-productive and breakdown times per order and operation are available for sub-
sequent analyses in ZEUS® PDC and the ERP system. Thanks to PDC, any incomplete and/or obsolete data deriving 
from the conventional data capture is automatically updated, thus improving data quality.

An existing up-to-date database is crucial for resilient evaluations and analyses of processing times as well as for an 
efficient milestone and deadline monitoring – prerequisite for a reliable process monitoring and production manage-
ment.

ZEUS® PDC contributes in great measure to optimise processes and improve adherence to delivery dates. Moreover, 
up-to-date PDC data allow for updating and adapting outdated planning data in the ERP system.
 

FURTHER ZEUS® WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT MODULES
                   ZEUS® Time & Attendance interacts with ZEUS® PDC in a fully automatic way. Consequently, the time values 
                   allocated to orders and operations always correspond to the working time patterns and shift schedules valid 
                   at the time of data capture. Furthermore, it is possible to automate the productivity analysis or the incentive 
                   pay determination without any redundancy since absences are equally taken into account.

                  ZEUS® Staff Scheduling optimises and simplifies shift planning tasks and all associated processes, such as 
                  e.g. shift swapping. In the event of manufacturing shift scheduling, employee skills, personal preferences and 
                  legal requirements as well as time account balances and absences, such as planned vacation, are taken into 
                  consideration.

ZEUS®  PDC



IT 8210

Multifunctional terminals for time recor-
ding, production data capture, job costing 
and employee-self-service

IT 8210 / IT 8260

In addition to time recording and data capture, both ter-
minal series support online functions being indispensable 
for a modern Workforce Management.

A 3mm scratch-resistant glass front protects the touch 
screen and ensures that the terminals can be operated 
even in harsh industrial environments.

The availability of correct and complete data is indispen-
sable for subsequent evaluations and analyses. In other 
words, key performance indicators and conclusions being 

based on incorrect, incomplete, outdated or non-valida-
ted data are meaningless, too.

ISGUS terminals ensure data accurancy:

»  Equipped with large command buttons and selection    
      fields the touch-screen interface is easily customizable 
     on site according to the different user requirements. 

» An intuitive, logical and user-friendly interface guides 
     users step-by-step simplifying navigation, menu 
     selection and data entry.

»  A comprehensive online validation verifies the 
     plausibility of any kind of input data, such as employee 
     authorisations, order numbers, machine assignments, 
     sequences, admissible short / excess deliveries, etc.

IT 8260 

Dimensions: H 334mm; W 360mm; D 90mm Dimensions: H 205mm; W 190mm; D 67mm

CAPTURING AND 
AUDITING PRODUCTION-
                  DATA

 



Possibility to select, book or change your PDC orders directly on the 
terminal in a safe and clearly visible way. Project or order numbers 
can be easily entered either manually or automatically via barcode 
scanner.

Order data and order balances are 
displayed on the terminal in a clearly 
structured way. Detailed evaluations 
are possible via the „PDC information“ 
widget on the web terminal.

IT 8261 CLIENT

Allows you to benefit from the same scope of functions 
re-using already existing industrial PCs. You wish to 
continue working with pay slips or barcodes? No prob-
lem, simply connect the required scanners to the ISGUS 
terminals and clients.

With ISGUS, „digitization“ goes far be-
yond the mere data recording level

By deploying terminals and clients from ISGUS as well as 
mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and tablet PCs) digiti-
zation now reaches all employees – no matter of whether 
they are production workers, office employees working 
from their PCs or coworkers with mobile devices being 
on site at customers‘ premises – all of them have access 
to exactly the same functions and workflows. Working 
times and order data can be booked and retrieved 

everywhere, at any time.

Absences or holiday requests can be created and appro-
ved directly on the IT 8210 / IT 8260 terminal or via the IT 
8261 Client. Employees who wish to swap their shift, can 
send a shift swap request to their colleagues. Once done, 
the responsible planner only has to approve the pending 
shift swap.

Further sample terminal views: 



All production data are 
administered in the PDC 
centre. The PDC data can 
be filtered by projects, 
and via the drill-down 
functionality you can 
add one or more layers 
of detail, i. e. orders and 
order positions.

The order status with current results can be vie-
wed based on the target, actual and setup time.

ERP communication

Automatic tailor-made, two-way communication ena-
bling the exchange of manufacturing data with existing 
ERP/PPS solutions is of fundamental importance in the 
field of production data capture. Communication between 
ZEUS® and ERP / Merchandise Management solutions is 
realised via the integrated and flexible ERP communica-
tion providing a quick and tailor-made connection without 
need for cost-intensive custom programming.

To execute the transfer of order data and report back the 
updated process data (completed by productive time 

values), the ERP communication makes use of state-of-
the-art interface technologies – prerequisite for a save 
and smooth data exchange with all current ERP systems 
and industry solutions.

For multi-division companies where often different ERP 
solutions are implemented, ZEUS® PDC is the perfect 
choice: acquiring one single licence enables the commu-
nication towards several different ERP systems.

PDC 

                                   

CENTRE



Possibility to view the data 
of various projects inclu-
ding associated orders. 
Predefined parameters 
allow for custom-specific 
project data evaluation. 
The drill-down functio-
nality allows to refine the 
display and view various 
key figures.

Based on different, 
previously defined order 

parameters, productivity 
key figures of individual 
positions (e. g. produc-
tion lines) can be easily 

compared.

PDC INFORMATION
The PDC Information widget allows the user to refine 
the display of complex data sets. Besides different filter 
options, e.g. filtering by order, order position, cost centre, 
machine or employee, the drill-down feature helps to 
break down multidimensional data by navigating from a 
broader level down to the next.

This opens up the possibility to identify potential weak 
points and bottlenecks at an early stage and to take 
corrective measures in due time to improve operational 
performance and efficiency.

KPI DETERMINATION
Thanks to the automatic determination of MES key 
figures in accordance with the German Mechanical Engi-
neering Industry Association (VDMA), you have access 
to key performance indicators (KPI) at any time without 
cumbersome calculations. By evaluating the KPIs, the 
progress or degree of fulfilment of your orders and projects 
becomes measurable.

KPIs serve as a basis for decisions, analyses or objecti-
ve comparisons between different organisation units, 
departments, cost centres or production lines. They allow 
you to identify weak points and improve processes and 
operational efficiency.



Main advantages of ZEUS® PDC

»   ZEUS® PDC creates transparency and supports you in establishing structured operational sequences  
       and production processes.

»   ISGUS offers all options required for stationary or mobile data capture and provides real added value 
       expanding digitization right down to the data recording level in the manufacturing area.

»   Automated production data capture provides an up-to-date and valid database required to efficiently 
       control and manage production processes.

»   Current order status, busy times, run and idle times, good yield and rejects quantity, etc., are available at 
       a glance.

»   Automated KPI determination combined with objective analyses and comparisons allow for continuous 
       optimisation of operational sequences and production processes.

»   The highly flexible and parameterisable ISGUS solution allows to meet individual specifications and 
       customer-specific requirements.

»   Seamless connectivity with any ERP / MMS solution using state-of-the-art interface technology.

»   ZEUS® Workforce Management allows you to combine Time & Attendance, Production Data Capture, 
       Staff Scheduling and Access Control using up-to-date web technology and ensuring GDPR compliant 
       data management.

»  ZEUS® Workforce Management is available as on- premise solution or in the ISGUS Cloud, respectively.

PDC at the IT solution environment: 

Database
Control
Analysis

ERP communication

ZEUS® Workforce 
Management

Planning
Data capture
Data evaluation

Production level

Data capture +
validation

ZEUS® Workforce Management

ZEUS® Time management ZEUS® PDC ZEUS® Staff Scheduling

Payroll data Order data PDC feedback Key indicators + internal activity 
allocation

HR Production Planning Controlling

ERP



ZEUS® MOBILE – YOUR APP FOR MO-
BILE RECORDING OF ORDERS & PRO-
JECTS

The ISGUS App „ZEUS® mobile“ offers the same functio-
nalities as the stationary terminals and clients of the IS-
GUS IT series. ZEUS® mobile allows you to record working 
times, projects and orders from your mobile device at any 
time wherever you are - in and out of the office.

Use the ZEUS® mobile App to capture your projects and 
activities via QR codes in a quick and easy way - simply 
scan them with your smartphone. Furthermore, you can 
optionally activate GPS location capture when recording 
attendance times or for time tracking on specific projects. 
Additionally, the geofencing feature provides you with 
predefined PDC parameter suggestions. In other words, 
upon arrival on site, the correct project and the associated 
customer will be automatically proposed and you simply 
have to confirm it when starting the activity.

Moreover, the ZEUS® mobile App includes a comprehen-
sive Employee-Self-Service, a Service plan online module, 
push notification function, and much more. ZEUS® mobile 
converts your smartphone or tablet PC into a smart wor-
king device supporting mobile workforce management.

ZEUS® JOB COSTING 

You operate a business outside the industrial manufac-
turing sector looking for a possibility to efficiently record 
attendance times or track productive times of your pro-
ducts and services? Here the ZEUS® Job Costing option 
provides an ideal and professional solution for automated 

data capture and time allocation. With regard to data 
evaluation and data transfer to subsequent processing 
systems, ZEUS® Job Costing offers you the same analysis 
and communication options as available in ZEUS® PDC.

This allows for automation and digitization of data cap-
ture processes required in the public sector (e.g. building 
yards, technical services or public administrations). 

For all those providing their services on site at the custo-
mer‘s premises or for employees working on their projects 
from home, ZEUS® Job Costing is the ideal solution. Te-
dious and time consuming manual workload is efficiently 
replaced by automated service-related time recording, 
time allocation and data evaluation.

ZEUS® TIME ALLOCATION

ZEUS® Time Allocation allows for automatic distribu-
tion of the employees‘ attendance times, in whole or in 
part (on percentage basis), to cost centres, projects or 
activities.

If the automatic time allocation only comprises part of the 
working times to be distributed, ZEUS® Time Allocation 
lists the remaining non-allocated times in a clear and 
transparent way. At a later stage, the remaining times can 
be manually allocated to the corresponding activities or 
products via the web terminal or any mobile device.

ZEUS® 
   mobile



Canada

USA

Portugal
Spain

France

Great Britain

Netherlands

Headquarters
Germany

Switzerland

Poland

Austria

Romania

Italy

Turkey

Greece

United Arab Emirates

Russia

India

Phone +49  7720 393-0
Fax +49  7720 393-184
info@ isgus. de
www. isgus. de/en

ISGUS GmbH
Ober dorf straße 18-22
78054 Vil lin gen-
Schwen nin gen
Germany

THE ISGUS GROUP

AS INTERNATIONAL AS ITS CUSTOMERS AND ITS SOLUTIONS

ISGUS with its close net of distributioin partners,
its entirely customer orientated and excellent service

and training concepts, is your strong and reliable partner
now and in the future.

Benefit from our longstanding experience
resulting from over 15,000 installations worldwide.
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